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Your car isn't just a mere means of transport: it's your trusted road trip companion, one of your most valuable assets and, perhaps most importantly, a mobile memory creation machine. The best way to protect your trip is by arming it with a car alarm system. We did the heavy lifting for you and found some excellent options for the best car
alarm system on the market. The best reviews of the car alarm system and recommendations 2020Protect your investment. The odds are that you paid a nice penny for your shiny set of wheels, so it's that you'd like to protect your investment. A car alarm system is the most cost-effective and easy way to provide security against car theft.
Reduce your insurance premiums. Looking for a safe way to lower your insurance rates? Adding a car alarm system to your vehicle will reduce your monthly insurance premiums by a considerable amount. In fact, the amount you will save on insurance will often offset the cost of an after-sales car alarm within a year. Tranquility. Investing
in an anti-theft car alarm system not only provides tangible security for your beloved journey, but also gives you peace of mind knowing that your vehicle is sufficiently safeguarded against theft. You'll find this particularly comforting when you're experiencing separation anxiety from being away from your beloved car during the holidays.
Faster recovery from theft. Most of the top rated car alarms have GPS tracking, so in case your vehicle is stolen, the alarm company can track your car and alert authorities to its exact location. With this innovative technology on their side, law enforcement authorities can retrieve their vehicle faster than cars that are not equipped with GPS
tracking systems. Add high-end features. The most advanced car safety systems will feature innovative features such as the remote engine start/stop for greater comfort. Other premium touches include keyless passive input and customizable alarm tones and volume. The car's active alarm systems are turned on or off when you touch a
button. Contrary to passive alarms, simply closing the doors of your vehicle and leaving will not arm an active car alarm system. This type of car alarm is ideal for consumers who prefer a more attractive experience with securing their vehicles. PassivePassive car alarm systems are activated automatically when the vehicle's engine is
turned off and the doors are closed. To disable a passive safety system of the car, the driver must unlock the doors. This type of after-sales car alarm is a great option for they prefer a practical approach to securing your car. AudibleAs its name implies, audible car alarm systems issue an audible alert every time it cuts. The audible alert
goes from the horn repeatedly touching to a tone of alarm that draws attention. This type of alarm is effective in drawing attention to a thief trying to get into your vehicle, but can be annoying if you accidentally turned it off. SilentSilent (silent) alarm systems alert the owner that their vehicle is breaking. As the thief receives no audible
signals that the alarm goes off, the owner has a chance to catch the thief in the act. The owners of this scenario should alert the police of a possible break-in. Make sure you check if your car's silent alarm system does so automatically. Immobilizing the car's alarm systems requires that the vehicle key is close to your vehicle or simply
won't start. This is an excellent measure to deter car thieves from driving with their pride and joy unless the entrepreneurial hook happens to have a copy of their key. GPSThe best car alarm with GPS tracking helps locate your vehicle when it has been stolen. GPS-tracked car alarm systems point to the exact location of a stolen vehicle,
helping police with the speedy recovery of the car, as well as the arrest of the perpetrator. Remote StartCar alarm systems with remote startup allow you to conveniently start your vehicle remotely. This is particularly useful in cold climates as you can heat your vehicle before leaving or blast the A/C because the cabin is comfortable in hot
climates. Finding the best car alarm with remote start is not too difficult, as buyers will find many affordable options on the market. Paging BidingThis type of car alarm system provides two-way communication between your vehicle's alarm and key fob. The drum paging system warns you when your vehicle's alarm system has been
activated or disabled, when the doors are locked or unlocked, and when the alarm has been turned off. Since there are plenty of options available, buying the best car alarm in two ways can be tricky; However, you should be satisfied with most models offered by renowned manufacturers. Top BrandsAvitalAvital has been a trusted name in
the vehicle safety business and remote startup system for more than 18 years. Incorporating cutting-edge technology and user friendliness into its car safety systems, Avital offers consumers a diverse range of car alarm systems, including its popular Avital 3100LX. PythonBased outside Southern California, Python has become one of the
industry's most recognized brands with more than 30 years of experience in automotive safety manufacturing and automatic remote startup systems. One of its main products is the Python 5706P Responder.Viper With its headquarters located in sunny Southern California, Viper has become one of the most revered car alarm brands with
more than 30 years of experience under its belt. Offering consumers everything from car alarms for smartphones to remote startup systems, one of its best-selling systems is the Viper 3106V. Car Alarm SystemUnder $100: There are many car safety systems available for less than $100. These car alarm systems vary widely in terms of
quality, features and performance, so consumers should prioritize which qualities they care most about while commenting on about .$100-$199: This price range prices a large assortment of car alarm systems. The options in this price range generally offer a solid mix or reliability, performance and features for money. More than $199: Car
alarm systems in this high price range offer exceptional performance, reliability and high-end features that you probably won't find in less expensive models. Key FeaturesCarjack ProtectionCarjack protection combines alarms, flashing lights and ignition kill switches to draw maximum attention to car thieves trying to get into your vehicle.
This complete feature aims to deter thieves from stealing your trip, and is very effective at doing so. Carjack protection is not standard in all car alarm systems, but may be an option in some models. Encrypted transmissionUnfortunately, certain car thieves not only rely on a crowbar to get into their car, rather they can simply hack the
signal from their key fob and unlock their vehicle remotely. If your heart settles on a wireless car alarm system with remote input, then it is imperative that you find a system that uses an encrypted transmission to keep tech-skilled thieves at bay. Manufacturers of the Mobile App-CompatibilityNumerous car alarm system offer specialized
mobile applications that allow you to use your smartphone to effortlessly control and manage your vehicle's safety system. These practical remote apps let you control your car and receive text and email alerts notifying you of any safety issues. As an added bonus, you don't have to lug around an extra or remote key fob. Shock
sensorsThe top rated car alarms on the market will probably feature these motion sensors. In case your car is shaken or hit, the shock sensors detect this impact and send an alert. If the car's alarm system is equipped with a siren, the alert will triple the audible alarm. In addition, if the alarm system includes mobile alerts, you will be
notified that the vehicle has been hit. Basic two-way distance car alarm usually has a one-way remote control that allows you to unlock and close the doors of your vehicle, as well as your arm and disarm the alarm. A two-way remote control provides visual feedback that you've performed functions as common as turning on the engine,
radio or A/C. Some high-end models even feature an LCD screen that displays entries and security alerts. Other considerationsSi of the installation: The installation of an automotive anti-theft system can be a daunting task involving a beam of cables and tinkering with your vehicle's electrical system. Unless you've done the time and the
technical know-how to try this job, it is highly recommended that you have a professional install your alarm system. If you want to roll up your sleeves and install them yourself, be sure to follow the instructions closely and contact the manufacturer if you need additional help. Customization: Some premium car alarm systems allow you to
customize certain features and functions of the security system. You may be able to customize everything from the sensitivity of shock sensors. If you're looking for a more personalized approach to car safety, these anti-theft car alarms deliver - but usually at a higher cost. Best reviews of the car alarm system and recommendations
2020Best OverallThe Python 5706P Responder scored the title for the best automatic alarm thanks to its unbeatable mix of safety improvement features such as bidel sense paging, real-time security alerts and startup kill switch, and convenience features such as smartphone app compatibility and long battery life. Tech-skilled buyers will
love this system because it can be controlled and managed with a smartphone through its Smart Start add-on. Users can remotely start their engine and heat their ride, during particularly cold mornings, or blast the A/C before getting into their car because the interior is refreshingly cool on a hot summer day. Drivers will also receive oneway and tone alerts if someone manipulates the doors or windows, or if the alarm is off. Add a long battery life of up to two to three months between charges and you'll easily see why this first place among our top-rated car alarms. The drawbacks are few, but worth mentioning. This alarm system requires extensive technical knowledge for
its installation, so professional installation is recommended for those with limited mechanical experience. In addition, its range is limited to a radius of one mile, although you can update it to enlarge it. Finally, this anti-theft car alarm system is a bit expensive, but all the top-notthing safety and convenience features at least give you the
value of your money. Best value if you are buying a quality safety system for your car, truck or SUV, the Avital 3100LX offers the biggest bang for your money. We were impressed with its series of essential features, such as keyless input, a dual-zone impact sensor and a car locator button. This basic car alarm provides all the essentials
you would want in a safety system for a fraction of the price. The Avital 3100LX is a forward alarm system that comes with two four-button remote controls to control its various functions. We liked to pack essential security features such as a dual-zone impact sensor, a start disruption and a Warn-Away alert designed to scare potential
thieves. Convenient taps like a car search button add some value to the package. The Avital 3100LX is also easy to install compared to most car safety systems on the market, so this is an advantage for power mechanics and veteran alike. One of the biggest deficiencies of this alarm system is that it will quickly drain the battery if you do
not regularly drive your vehicle. In addition, this system does not include a siren; instead, the alarm triggers the horn of your car. If you are looking for a car alarm system that packs a strong siren for maximum security, this system may not be the best option for your needs. Finally, the Avital 3100LX has a fairly limited operating range of
just 1,500 feet, so make sure that works wherever you will use your alarm system more. Decide which type of car alarm system best suits your needs. If you park your trip in a generally safe area with low crime rates, a one-way alarm system may be appropriate. However, if your vehicle spends most of its time in a seed zone full of higher
crime rates, a two-way alarm system will probably be the way to go. If you buy a system in two ways, check its operating range. Alarm systems work through radio frequency, which can experience interference in areas such as apartment buildings, rooms with high frequency electronic or radio frequency interference, and at extended
distances. Make sure you can use your feature in two ways wherever you need it most. If your car alarm system is optimized for your smartphone, you have your smartphone at your fingertips when you go to sleep at night. You will be able to listen to any alert and look forward to reacting accordingly to thwart breakage or vandalism in your
vehicle. Test your vehicle's alarm system to make sure it's installed correctly and all its features work as intended. If you need help solving any issues that may arise, contact the manufacturer or go to a professional specialized in after-sales car alarms. Exercise common sense. Always park in a well-lit area, close the doors and keep all
valuables out of sight. Although modern car alarm systems are excellent theft deterrents, they are even more effective when used in conjunction with previous tips. A: If you are a wrench-turner veteran who has the tools, time and technical fitness needed to install an after-sales car alarm system, you should be able to handle the job. On
the other hand, if the idea of merging with your car's electrical system makes you burst into hives, you're probably better off referring to a professional for installation. Q: Will the alarm in my car drain the battery of my vehicle? A: Yes, although the actual rate of exhaustion depends on the car systems that are connected to the alarm
system. For example, if the alarm system turn off the car's horn, lights and other accessories, it could drain the battery in a matter of hours. Also, if the battery doesn't fully charge when the alarm is activated, the battery can be drained even more quickly. Q: Will my vehicle guarantee be cancelled if I have an after-sales alarm system
installed? A: No. The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Improvement Act of 1975 essentially allows you to have after-sales alarm and remote startup systems installed in your car. That said, if you make minced meat out of your vehicle's wiring system or neglected holes in where you shouldn't find yourself, you'll probably encounter warranty
problems. If this is a legitimate concern for you, we recommend that you have your system installed professionally. Q: What's so good about remote startup alarms? A: Alarms with remote startup functionality are beneficial for users living in cold climates because they can start their engine remotely and let them leave Warm up car for a
few minutes, so you're ready to roll when you're. Remote home is useful in warmer climates because you can remotely start your journey and have the A/C blast because the cabin is deliciously cool when you are ready to take off. Final thoughts Our selection for the best automatic alarm is the Python 5706P Responder. Her long list of
formidable features, such as bid way paging, smartphone app compatibility and stellar battery life, shot her to the top of our list. For those consumers aware of the budget, we recommend the Avital 3100LX. 3100 LX.
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